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n this paper, we develop an analytical approach to modeling consumer response to banner ad exposures at a sponsored content Web site that reveals significant heterogeneity in
(unobservable) click proneness across consumers. The effect of repeated exposures to banner
ads is negative and nonlinear, and the differential effect of each successive ad exposure is
initially negative, though nonlinear, and levels off at higher levels of passive ad exposures.
Further, significant correlations between session and consumer click proneness and banner
exposure sensitivity suggest gains from repeated banner exposures when consumers are less
click prone. For a particular number of sessions, more clicks are generated from consumers
who revisit over a longer period of time, than for those with the same number of sessions
in a relatively shorter timeframe. We also find that consumers are equally likely to click on
banner ads placed early or late in navigation path and that exposures have a positive cumulative effect in inducing click-through in future sessions. Our results have implications for
online advertising response measurement and dynamic ad placement, and may help guide
advertising media placement decisions.
(Advertising and Media Research; Clickstream Data; Computer-Mediated Environments; Online
Consumer Behavior; Random-Coefficient Models; Internet; World Wide Web)

1. Introduction

advertising pricing models, and uncertainty reg
Advertising sponsorship is an important whether
revenue traditional advertising metrics are app
ate for
model for firms doing business on the Internet.
U.S.new media like the Internet, are contrib
skepticism regarding the value of
Web advertising expenditures are expectedto
toincreasing
reach
tising
in
this
digital medium (Hoffman and
$6.3 billion in 2003 (Jupiter Research 2003) and pre-

2000).
While Web sites still sell advertising usin
dicted to reach more than $14.8 billion by 2005,
even
ditional
as they represent only a fraction (3.3%) of the
total CPM (cost-per-thousand) pricing, adver

insistence
$243 billion in advertising expenditures across
tra- on performance-based pricing that
consumer
ditional vehicles such as TV, print, and direct mail exposure to advertising with actua

ket
is forcing the emergence of hybrid
(Jupiter Research 2003). Additionally, the share
ofresponse
Web
ing
models that charge on the basis of click-thr
ad expenditures accounted for by mainstream
adverinto
addition
to mere exposure (Hoffman and
tisers is expected to increase from 31% in 2001
84%
2000).
in 2005 (eMarketer 2001).
The
Internet is a unique marketing medium because
Despite these positive indicators, declining
clickconsumer response to online advertising, typically in
through rates, confusion concerning appropriate
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MODELING THE CLICKSTREAM: IMPLICATIONS FOR WEB-BASED ADVERTISING EFFORTS

the form of so-called "banner ads," can readily
cap-for heterogeneity across consumers and
and be
account
evolution in response across sessions for each individual consumer at the Web site.
ner ad, a click-through is recorded in the server access

tured and modeled. When a consumer clicks on a ban-

log. Each time a consumer visits a Web page withOur paper makes two key contributions to the literan inline ad, a "banner impression" or "ad view" ature.
is
First, we develop, estimate, and test an analytirecorded for the advertising sponsor. As in traditional
cal model of consumer response to online advertising
media, the number of impressions generated depends
in a dynamic framework. We note that empirical
on exposure to the surrounding editorial content and
analysis of behavioral outcomes at the microlevel of
is thus, in part, under the firm's control. Banner ads
each ad exposure occasion has not been investigated in
accounted for 52% of Web ad revenue in 2000 (eMarearlier research for any media, simply because the
keter 2001).

However, consumers rarely click on banner ads.
Average click-through rates have declined dramatically since the late 1990s; currently, fewer than 3 out
of every 1,000 visitors to a Web site clicks on a banner ad (eMarketer 2001). Despite industry efforts to
improve online advertising effectiveness, plummeting

click-through rates remain a concern and are fueling industry speculation that clicks on banner ads
are entirely random and cannot be influenced by the
marketer (Bicknell 1999). Nevertheless, click-throughs

remain an important media pricing metric for the

Web.

Even though aggregate click rates are low, rigorous

examination of individual consumer click-through
behavior is important for several reasons. First,
click-throughs are a behavioral and therefore more

data were not available. The random coefficients logit
model with evolution that we specify allows for unob-

served heterogeneity and evolution (or change) in
click proneness and in responses to banner ad exposures using information that can be obtained from
clickstream data. Second, our modeling effort reveals
important insights into online consumer behavior in
the context of response to Internet advertising that
can motivate additional research in this area and

impact managerial practice.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow
?2, we develop a set of testable effects of cons
response to banner ads that follow from theory.
develop our clickstream model in ?3 and pres
model results in ?4. In ?5, we discuss the implicat
of our modeling effort for research and practice
conclude with suggestions for future research.

accountable measure of online advertising, especially

compared to mere exposure. Second, even though
click rates are low, the absolute number of ad exposures and subsequent click-throughs at high-traffic

Web sites are still substantial. Thus, click-throughs
can be an important mechanism for driving traffic
to advertiser Web sites. Finally, modeling the click-

through allows us to address several fundamental
issues of both theoretical and practical importance
in the nascent area of online advertising response
measurement, including the number of times an ad
should be displayed, the cumulative and marginal
impact on click-through of repeated exposures, and
declining click-through rates.

We tackle these issues with an analytical approach
to modeling consumer response to banner ad exposures at a sponsored content Web site. Our modeling framework allows us to analyze variation in
click probability at each banner ad exposure occasion

2. Theory

We seek to model advertising response in digital
ronments where consumers navigate through cont

laden Web sites with embedded banner adverti
The response variable of interest is whether or
a consumer clicked on a banner ad while navig

the Web site. Such navigations produce a clickstr

of responses that are highly amenable to mode
We build a multiperiod model that attempts to

ture the differential effects of banner ad exposur
click-through over time, both within a single ses
and across multiple sessions. The key effects we
in our model are introduced below.

2.1. Intrasession Exposure Effects

Prior research on repetition effects in advertising an

direct marketing suggest two different patterns
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consumer response to repeated advertising exposures decreasing fashion. This implies that the conditional
within the same Web session. The first patternprobability of a click following a string of "failed
posits that response probability decreases over time. banner exposures will decline as the number of banThis common effect occurs when consecutive stim-

ner exposures increases.1 Industry research supports
uli are independent and the probability of a positive
this idea. Usability studies indicate that once con-

response is assumed to be the same across stimuli
sumers have attended to and recognized a banner
(Buchanan and Morrison 1988). The second response
ad they learn to ignore it and become progres-

pattern holds that initial response probability may
beinsensitive to it (Benway 1998, Schroeder 1998).
sively
low, but increases with repetition to a maximum
level
Additionally,
commercial studies of "banner burnout"

and then diminishes over subsequent repetitions.
(DoubleClick 1996) show that the probability of click
Berlyne's (1970) two-factor theory provides strong
is highest on the first banner ad exposure during

support for this inverted-U relationship between
the and decreases thereafter, implying a decline in
session
number of ad exposures and responses. In traditional
click probability with each additional banner ad expo

media, this relationship is caused by two opposing
sure. The DoubleClick study, invoked by some online
factors. In the initial wearin stage, increased response
advertisers to reject exposure-based advertising pric-

opportunity with each additional ad exposureing,
leads
reveals that beyond four banner ad exposures

to an increase in affect (Pechmann and Stewart the
1989).
probability of a click is zero.
Subsequently, satiation (or tedium) leads to wearout,
Although we believe that Web wearout describe
when each additional ad exposure after wearinthe
hasresponse
a
function for most consumers, under
significant negative effect.
what conditions might we expect wearin to occur
We theorize that wearout dominates in online

At any given banner exposure occasion, a consume

advertising environments so that for most consumers,
who failed to click on the ad may have yet to notice
there are relatively strong diminishing returns
to early
it due
to "banner blindness" (Benway 1998) or may

repeated exposures that taper off as exposures
con- the ad but declined to attend to it.
have noticed

tinue. The rationale for this follows from the fact that

Commercial usability analysis (Schroeder 199

the first banner exposure provides sufficient opporacademic studies (Briggs and Hollis 1997, Drez
tunity to elicit a response, similar to print advertis-Hussherr 2003) do show that most banner ad
ing (Calder and Sternthal 1980). The Internet offers
unnoticed, despite the use of attention-grabbin
consumers relatively more control over the communicution features. Further, unlike television ads, b

cation and exchange process than has been the case
ads occupy a relatively small portion of the
sumer's visual field and can be easily missed
print. Consumers have both a broader and deeper
if the consumer is interested in them. This sug
array of choices about how to receive and interact
that there may be some consumers for whom
with communications online (Ariely 2000, Hoffman

in traditional media environments like broadcast and

tional exposures may actually increase the proba
ity of a more positive response. This is because
Leckenby 2001). This direct control extends to control
additional banner ad exposure increases the p
over advertising response. Because consumers largely
bility the ad will be noticed and hence the prob
control their exposure and response to online ads, it
ity it will ultimately be clicked on. However,
follows that those consumers who are most likely to
gains in response probability from additional ba
attend and click will do so at the first exposure itself.
Research on visual attention to repeated print ads
and Novak 1996, Peterman et al. 1999, Sohn and

'1Note that a consumer may notice the banner ad and at
(Pieters et al. 1999) suggests that consumer control
it but fail to click on it because of time pressure, lack of in
over ad exposure allows them to adapt to advertispreoccupation with the content, or their desire to accomplis
ing repetition by reducing exposure duration. The
original navigation goals (Novak et al. 2000). In those case

amount of attention paid to the ad is likelytional
to

banner exposures during the session may or may not

diately
decline after the first exposure in a monotonically

increase the click probability.
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exposures would ultimately be expected to decrease (Hoffman and Novak 1996), and arguably, more likely
to be familiar with the site organization, content,
at higher levels of banner exposure.
The control over banner ad exposure and the pres- and advertising. Such consumers are also more likely,
ence of wearout means that, for most consumers,
then, to be exposed to the same banner ads as in prior

we could reasonably expect declining click-throughsession(s) and may be more likely to ignore those
probabilities over repeated banner ad repetitions that ads.2 We would also expect these goal-directed con-

would level off after a certain number of exposures. sumers who return to the site relatively quickly will
Because repeated exposures to a banner ad are likelybe more likely to be in the wearout segment discussed
to have a negative and nonlinear effect on click prob-earlier (i.e., their click probabilities are decreasing).
ability for a majority of consumers, the aggregateOn the other hand, consumers with longer interses-

response to the number of exposures within a given ses-sions times may be more likely to forget ads from
sion is likely to be negative and nonlinear. Because clickprior exposures, making it more likely that they will

behavior is primarily driven by immediate relevance, attend and click on a present visit. These consumers
the negative effect due to wearout is expected to dom-will be more likely to be in the wearin segment (i.e.,
their click probabilities are increasing). This argues that
inate over any positive effects due to wearin.
longer intersession times on prior visits will lead to a

2.1.1. Banner Location in Navigational Path.

higher click probability in the current session.

Huberman et al. (1998) model Web browsers as constantly making judgments about the value of click- 2.2.2. Prior Session Exposures and Future Session
ing on a hyperlink on the current page, based onClicks. If a consumer was exposed to, but did not

the value of that page and the uncertainty about the attend to, the banner ad in earlier sessions, the preatvalue of the pages not yet seen. They find that, intentive mere exposure effect suggests that at suffithe aggregate, consumers have a lower threshold for ciently high levels, these exposures are sufficient to
uncertainty at the beginning of the navigation ses-generate a feeling of familiarity and expectation that
sion, when they are more likely to click on hyperlinksmay be interpreted as a preference or curiosity for the
that deviate from their navigational path. As brows- ad (Janiszewski 1993). This may stimulate attention
ing depth increases, their threshold for uncertainty to the ad in subsequent exposures. Whether this will

increases and consumers are less likely to click onlead to a click in a future session depends on conhyperlinks unrelated to navigational goals. This find- sumer motivation. Higher levels of curiosity would
ing suggests that, other things equal, banner ads displayedincrease the probability that click will occur.
Some research suggests that if the banner ad is
earlier in the session will be more likely to be clicked on

repeatedly noticed (and attended) but not clicked on
in earlier sessions, recognition and awareness of the
ad
stimulus and brand name is generated (Briggs and
2.2. Exposure Effects Across Sessions
Hollis 1997). On further exposures of the same ad,
2.2.1. Intersession Time. The more frequentlyif there is no additional information (or motivation)
consumers visit a Web site, the more opportunitiesfor the consumer to consider, then over-exposure,
exist for the online marketer to expose the consumerboredom, and tedium may occur, so clicks in future
to advertising messages and build commitment andsessions out of curiosity are less likely to occur. This
loyalty (Hanson 2000). On the Web, intersession time suggests that ads will benefit more from repetition
(the length of time between a consumer's visits to the when consumers do not attend in prior sessions.
site) is somewhat analogous to store repatronage, but Because many consumers fail to notice banner ads,
besides measuring repeat visits also captures intervisit

than those consumers are exposed to later.

duration.

2 However, as one reviewer pointed out, it is also possible that fre-

Consumers who revisit after relatively short dura-quent

visitors' relatively greater familiarity with the content means

tions are likely to be more goal-oriented than conthey would
the banner.
sumers who revisit after relatively longer intervals

be able to devote the cognitive resources attending to

MARKETING SCIENCE/Vol. 22, No. 4, Fall 2003 523
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this effect is expected to be pronounced, particularly more likely to click on hyperlinks in general during
across sessions. Within a session, it is reasonable
initial visits, becoming less exploratory the more the

to assume that some consumers will be motivated

visit, and hence less click prone as the number
visits
by immediate relevance. However, this becomes
lessto the site increases. This observation is also
likely across multiple sessions. In other words, across
consistent with Huberman et al.'s (1998) result within
session.
sessions, we expect the positive wearin effect to adom-

inate over the negative wearout. Note also that Over
the time, of course, banner ad sensitivity (i.e., the
wearout effect occurs under relatively short timeimpact of each additional banner ad exposure during

frames, while wearin occurs under longer timeframes.
the session on click probability) is expected to declin

If wearout happens, it happens quickly-typically
for all consumers. However, wearout is expected t

fastest for repeat visitors compared to new visitors
within a single session. Thus, we expect that the be
probability of a click-through in a given session will increase
That is, we expect click probability to decline as the numbe
sessions increases.
the more banner ad exposures there have been inof
prior

sessions.3

2.2.3. Time Since Last Click in Prior Sessions.

If a consumer clicks on a banner ad, is there

3. Modeling the Clickstream
3.1. The Data

value in exposing her to the banner ad again in

future sessions? Prior to the first click, a consumerThis study uses consumer clickstream data f
high-traffic sponsored content (or "e-zine") Web
may be uncertain of the usefulness or entertainment

value of clicking on the ad. Once a consumer hasfrom January 1, 1995 to August 14, 1995.5

enhanced clickstream data have ad exposure inf
clicked, however, some curiosity and uncertainty have
tion (banner ads and clicks) for sponsor ads tha

been reduced. If click behavior is driven largely by

served from the content site server. From Janu
curiosity, then we might expect clicks in prior sessions

1995 to August 13, 1995, the Web site req
to be negatively related to clicks in future sessions.

However, we assume consumers are motivated to

mandatory registration to enter the site. Demog
information was collected the first time a consum

attend to and click on ads and that they are aware
registered at the site and selected a user nam

that online ad content, especially compared to broadand a password to be used for future visits t
cast and print ads, is dynamic, and extensive, often
site. Once registered, the visitor simply logged
requiring multiple viewings to fully consume.
future visits. Demographic information that co
Over time, recall of the click experience diminishes.
merged with the respondents' clickstream da
Additionally, there may be a renewed interest in the
not available.

ad content as sessions pass. Thus, given a click in a

We model ad exposure data for consumers during the mandatory registration period because it is
click, the more likely there will be a click on the ad in the
not
possible to track and measure consumer expocurrent session.
sure to advertising across visits accurately in the
2.2.4. Repeat Visits. Individual consumer naviga-voluntary registration period. Only one banner ad
tional behavior and click response across sessions was displayed on each page, the best possible sitprior session, the longer the time interval since the last

evolves over time. Consumers behave more ritua-

uation for an online advertiser. Banner ads were

listically initially but become more goal-oriented
as "hard-coded" or rotated in a predetermined freeither
they gain more experience online (Novak et al. 2000,
quency. Because banner delivery was not "smart" or
Schroeder 1998). This suggests that consumers will
be
interactive
(i.e., served according to the customer's
4 Undisclosed at the request of the sponsoring Web site.
3 This assumes a linear form for cumulative banner ad exposures
in prior sessions. Treating this variable as a quadratic term added
5 See Sen et al. (1998) for an extensive discussion of data available
no explanatory power.
from server access logs.
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response history), levels of banner ad exposure were Table 1 Ad Placement and Exposure Details for Sponsors with Fixe
Banner Ads
exogenously determined.
Several technical characteristics of clickstream data

Advertiser =. #15 #34
restrict the modeling scope.6 First, accurate demo-Number of banner pages 2 6
graphics are difficult to obtain, due to consumerBanner exposures in mandatory regist

reluctance to provide this information in new onlineClicks in mandatory registration period 19,070 1,083
Overall share of banner ad exposures at Web Site 6.87% 1.41%
environments (Hoffman et al. 1999). Second, ad exeOverall share of clicks at Web Site 2.85% 2.71%

cution details for banner ads or active ad pages are

rarely collected on an ongoing basis, if at all, owing to
the intense challenges facing online businesses oper- 3.1.2. Selection of Consumers. A total of 21,783
ating 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.
unique registered users visited the Web site from JanThird, because site-centric clickstream data do not
contain information on the consumer's activities at

uary 1, 1995 to August 14, 1995. The daily total of

nonunique registered visitors ranged from 14,025 (on
external sites (unless the sites are part of an advertis4/26/95) to 42,942 (on 7/27/95), with a daily avering network like DoubleClick), consumer actions after

age of 21,850 (mode = 28,664). See Chatterjee (1998)
a banner ad click cannot be easily tracked. Finally,
for
further distributional details. A sample of regisbanner ad exposures and clicks may not be available
tered
for all advertisers at the site because some may be consumers was selected according to the followserved from the advertiser's Web site server as we

ing criteria: (1) consumers must have been exposed to

banner ads either for advertiser #15 or #34 on more

discuss below. To make our problem tractable, and

than three sessions during the mandatory registra
because of these data limitations, we leave for future
research events that occur subsequent to a click. tion period (5,326); and (2) visited the site during the

calibration and prediction period (3,611). This selec
3.1.1. Selection of Sponsors. There were a total
tion rule yielded 3,611 consumers with 843,565 We
of 3,810 Web pages at the Web site; 3,046 (79.95%)
page accesses (34,683 banner exposure occasion
were editorial pages with no ads (or pure editorial
during
pages), 307 (8.06%) were editorial pages with ban- the seven-month mandatory registration study
period. Navigational activity was tracked over 22
ner ads, and 48 (1.26%) were active ad pages.7 While
this site had 42 advertisers, only 2 advertisers days
(two (01.08.95-07.14.95) for model estimation and
over
high-technology firms, identified as sponsors #15 and 29 days (07.15.95-08.13.95) to test predictive
ability.
#34) ran banners that had no any major executional
Preliminary analyses (details in Chatterjee 1998)
changes or promotional contests during the study
a highly heterogeneous consumer populaperiod and had banner and active ad pages onindicated
the
publisher's Web server. The details of ad placements
tion, so for example, although most consumers who
and exposures generated for these two sponsors
are on a banner ad did so early (within the
clicked
provided in Table 1. Total banner exposures were
first three exposures), others did not click following
significantly higher for sponsor #15, despite fewer
as many as 67 banner exposures. Some consumers
banner ages. This was most likely due to that sponclicked on their first session at the site, while others

sor's banner ad placement on entry or gateway pages
clicked for the first time after as many as 59 sessions.
that had relatively higher traffic than the placement
This suggested that the average click rate probapages for sponsor #34.

bility would not be adequate to describe consumer

response.
6 Note that some of these issues may be alleviated by more controlled data collection in experimental laboratory environments
(e.g., Lynch and Ariely 2000) or in direct marketing contexts with
3.2. Modeling
large-scale customer databases (e.g., Chen and Iyer 2002).

Click-Through

7The remaining 10.73% of pages (409 pages) were Web site 3.2.1. The Setup. We model the probability that

management pages.

consumer i's first click-through during session s will
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occur at the oth occasion during that session.8 Wewhere riso, = Pr(Clickiso,, = 1) is the probability that the

assume that the ith consumer (i = 1, ..., I) is exposed ith consumer clicks after the oth banner exposur

to a banner ad at occasions o = 1,..., Os, whichin the sth session given that the consumer has not
occur at the sth (s = 1, ..., Si) session at the site. clicked in the prior (o - 1) banner exposure occasions

For notational convenience we do not include sub-

in the session. The click outcome is observed after the

scripts to indicate consumer and session for occasion,
banner ad exposure occurs. Thus, Equation (2) predicts
and consumer for session: Ois[i] and si. The number
ofthe probability that a click response will occur
banner exposure occasions Os will differ for sessions
after a consumer is exposed to a banner ad. Clickiso is
Si for each consumer and will also differ across
the
a function
of variables that varies across banner exposure occasions, sessions, and consumers.
I consumers. The number of, and spacing between,
sessions to the site Si is expected to differ across the
I
Using
a logistic parameterization for the hazard

rate, we express the probability that consumer i will

consumers.

The basis of our model is an unobservable,
latent
click on the banner on
a given exposure occasion o in
the session conditional
on not having yet clicked as
variable Clickso, which can be interpreted
as an index
representing consumer i's desire or intention to click
= Pr[Clickiso I Clickis(o-1),
..., Clickis, = 0; Xiso, Yis]
when exposed to a banner ad forri5so
a sponsor
at occa-

= Logit(ai + O'Xiso + ' Yis + A'Zi + Eiso). (3)

sion
o duringunobservable;
session s. In however,
practice,we
theobserve
value of
is
empirically
its Click*o
dichotomous realization Clickiso, the click outcome

variable for customer i, as follows:

1 if consumer i clicks at

Equation (3) thus refers to the probability of the first
click in the session and not to subsequent clicks in the
same session and includes the following terms:

consumer-specific constant, ai, the intercept term
Clickiso = occasion o during session s, that
(1)(i) A
affects clicking propensity due to unobserved

individual characteristics;

0 otherwise.

(ii) Variables varying within and across sessions and

The observed dependent variables Clickisoacross
= consumers. Xso represents K x 1 measurements

of iobserved variables that vary over banner exposure
(Clickisj, ...,Clickisos) indicate whether consumer

within the sth session of consumer i;9
clicked at occasion o (Clickiso = 1) or not (Clickiso = occasions
0).
We develop our model for a single banner ad on each(iii) Variables varying across sessions and consumers.

page. Under the model assumptions, for consumer
Yis is the vector of session-specific variables, i.e., vali during occasion o in session s, the click/no
ues of variables that vary across sessions for each con-

click outcomes follow a Bernoulli distribution with

sumer i;10

parameter riso:

(iv) Variables varying across consumers. Zi is the vector of consumer-specific variables, i.e., those variables
that describe consumer i and remain constant across
Clickiso,, Iso j - Bernoulli(wriso), (2)
sessions for each consumer.

8 Alternatively, we could model the number of banner ad exposures

In the model, 0', P', and A' consist of vectors of

required to generate a click as following a Poisson distribution,
coefficients associated with the respective explanatory
with individual Poisson parameters following a gamma distribution across consumers. Because the number of clicks is much fewer

compared to no clicks, and the effects of banner exposures dur9 Banneriso, number of banner exposure occasions so far in the session; Pagesi,,, number of pages accessed so far in the session;
ing a session and in prior sessions can be difficult to separate, we
rejected that approach. Further, it is well documented in the staAdvertiseriso, dummy variable for advertiser. We pool data for two
sponsors. See Appendix A.
tistical literature that in rare events data, bias in rates calculated
using Poisson distribution (versus logistic distribution) can be subo ISTis, intersession duration at session s; TBanners, cumulative
stantially meaningful with sample sizes in the thousands and inbanner
a
exposures since first-ever visit to the site; TLClicki,,, time
predictable direction: estimated event rates are too small (King and
since last click in prior sessions (since we are modeling the first
Zeng 2000).
click in a session).
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variables. The error term i,so is distributed Type single
I
heterogeneity parameter that we term intrinsic
extreme value across consumers, leading to a binary
click-proneness, ai = ai + A'Zi.
logit model. For more than one banner ad on each Substituting the variables that can be obtained from
page, Equation (3) would be replaced by a multino-the clickstream data under consideration in Equamial logit formulation. The unit of measurement istion (3) we have a model capturing intraindividua
banner ad exposure occasion: Each consumer enterschange in click probability,
the sample when first exposed to a banner ad for the

sponsor and remains in the sample until a banner

Pr[Clickiso,,, = 1 1 Clickis,(ol), ..., Clickis, = 0]

click or a session exit. Consumers who never click-

=[1+ exp(ais + s1 Banneriso + 0BBanner2
through are included in the likelihood function, but

observations that occur after the first click-through are
excluded in the likelihood function.

+ 02Pageiso, + OBAdvertiseriso + fISTis

+ f82TBanneris + Pf3TLClickiso + Eiso)]-1 (4)

3.2.2. Consumer Heterogeneity as Click Proneness. Because online advertising can adapt towith
re- variables Banneriso, the number of banner expo

spond to an individual consumer's behavior, there sure
is occasions so far in the session, Pagesiso, the number
an unprecedented opportunity to segment and target of pages accessed so far, Advertiseriso, a dummy
consumers at an individual level. Consumer hetero-

variable indicating advertiser, ISTis, the intersession

duration at session s, TBanneris, the cumulative bangeneity in banner ad responsiveness arises because

neror
exposures since the first-ever visit to the site, and
of differences in innate tendency to click on ads
the time since the last click in prior sessions
"click-proneness" (Briggs and Hollis 1997), as TLClickiso
well as
(see
also
Footnotes
6 and 7). Variable operationaliza
from differences in involvement across product cattions are
egories/brands. In either case, an important issue
is fully described in Figure 1 and ?3.3.1 below.
We note from Equation (4) that the parameters
whether responsiveness is so heterogeneous that esti-

in a, is
0, and p are consumer specific. Given enough
mates of sensitivities are biased if heterogeneity
ignored.
Different approaches have been discussed in the literature to account for consumer level heterogeneity

observations for each consumer in each session, we

(Allenby and Rossi 1999). We consider the concept
of unobserved heterogeneity, in which individuals
may differ in terms of some unmeasured variables

of observations for each consumer to accomplish this
task. We capture different levels of heterogeneity in

could consistently estimate these parameters. However, in practice, there is not an adequate number

click response across consumers and evolution of
response (or learning behavior) across sessions by
the coefficients in a and 0 to evolve across
individual-specific variables in Zi can capture partallowing
of
sessions for a given individual and vary across conthis variation, but it is almost impossible to identify
sumers. Because there are multiple banner exposure
all of the variables affecting response of an individoccasions for the same consumer and in each sesual at any banner exposure occasion. For instance,
sion, the variance in the unobserved customer-sp
information on a consumer's demographics, modem
parameters induces a nonzero correlation in w
speed, Internet access fees, and online experience

that affect the click or no click outcome. Inclusion of

consumer
could all play a role in affecting ad clicking behavior.

outcomes.

Because demographic and related consumer-specific
We specify that the parameter coefficients for
information is not readily accessible from clicksic click-proneness (ais), response to banner a
stream data, we do not specify any consumer-level
sures (0i, is), pages browsed (Oir), and advert
in Equation (4) are drawn from a random
covariates in our model. Consequently, in this paper
we do not separately estimate ai (consumer-specific
tion, i.e., ais - N(ais I ', ao-) and Ois " N(Oi
The mean gives us the average response
intercept) from A'Zi (consumer-specific variables).
Instead, following Jones and Landwehr (1988),explanatory
we
variable, while the standard
collect all the consumer-specific influences into
a give us a measure of the heterogen
will
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the response coefficient. We expect the random = [1 + exp{ao + aclSessionis, + (010 + 11Sessionis)

components of the explanatory variables to covary.
This assumption strikes a middle ground between
estimating a unique set of parameter coefficients for

each consumer and assuming that all consumers are
the same, and it is the assumption behind random
parameters logit. Furthermore, as the consumer revis-

its and gains experience with the website, responses
to the same variables are expected to change over sessions. The corresponding parameters in Equation 4
are underlined with two lines.

Banneri,, + (01'0 + 0'1Sessionis)Banner.?

+ (020+ 21Sessionis)Pagesis + (030 0 31Sessionis)
Advertiserso + p ISTis + f2 TBanneris

+ P3TClickiso + Eiso + + ( Banneriso

+ ?i' Banner2so + ?Pages,, + ;3Advertiseriso
+ rq ISTis + rq2TBanneris + 1 3TLClickiso}]1-. (7)

In general, modeling with randomly varying coefficients allows us to separate within-session, withining nature of the coefficients across sessions for each
individual (or across session), and between-individual
consumer similar to growth models in the statistics
variation. The -q and " terms in Equation (7) are
literature (Bryk et al. 1996),
not directly observed and enter into the unobserved
portion of the utility in the equation, allowing the
ais = ao + a'Sessioni + 0o ;

3.2.3. Deriving the Model. To capture the evolv-

unobserved portion of the utility to be correlated

oi = 010 + 11Sessioni + ~

0i 1, = ' + 01'1Sessioni + i;
is = 020 + 21Sessioni + i;

across occasions for the same consumer. This correla-

tion allows random parameters logit to avoid the IIA
(5)
problem. The inclusion of error terms in the Equa
tion (5) makes Equation (7) difficult to estimate. If th

8i = 030 + 031Session + i.

" and q terms were excluded, this becomes a fixed

effects model and specification is through interaction

terms. Unfortunately, that also implies a deterministi

In Equation (5), the coefficients a1, a11, 6'11, 621,
relationship between click probability and the influand 031 capture the evolution of response parameters
ence of ad exposure variables. The statistical estimaacross sessions.
tor must estimate a model with mixed-level errors,
Coefficients (in P) of session-invariant variables in
a random
Equation (4) vary randomly across consumers,
with specification of coefficients, and a binary

dependent
variable. Details of model estimation can
density (ffi 1 ), where 0 are the true parameters
of
be found in Appendix B.
the distribution. We use a random effects specification to characterize the population in terms of3.2.4.
the Benchmark Models. We estimate and condistribution of coefficients. As above, we expect
the
trast this model with three alternative models with
random components of session-invariant parameters
simpler heterogeneity structures by specifying tha
to covary, independent of session-varying paramethe coefficients in a, 6, and p remain constant or va
ters. Further, because there are multiple sessions for
across consumers for a given individual.
the same consumer, the variance in the unobserved
customer-specific parameters induces a nonzero cor-

relation in within-consumer outcomes. We specify
that parameter coefficients as

82 = P + 2 2 _2, 13- 3 + 1. (6)
Substituting Equations (5) and (6) into Equation (4),
and rearranging, we have
Pr[Clicki,, = 1 Clickis(ol), ..., Clickis, = 0]

Alternative Model 1 (logistic model with nonrandomly

varying coefficients across session and no heterogeneity)
We start with a restricted model in which all het-

erogeneity has been eliminated by restricting
coefficients in Equation (4), to nonrandomly va
across sessions only, i.e., ai = aO + a'Sessioni, O
60 + 61Sessioni, and 13i = P in Equation (4) for
consumers i. Hence, we retain all applicable inte

action terms with Sessionis, for comparison purpo
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effect
but do not allow for heterogeneity across con-

indicates that there is additional variation in

sumers. Estimation reduces to the standard binary
individual click-proneness beyond that explained
logit model using maximum likelihood and is equivevolution in response across sessions. The equiva
alent to assuming that all consumers have similar
specification for Equation (7) will be
response coefficients across sessions. Substituting in
Equation (7) we have
Pr[Clickiso = 1 I Clickis(ol), ..., Clickis, = 0]
= [1 + exp{ao + a'lSessionis + (010 + 011Sessionis)

Pr[Clickiso,, =1 Clickis(ol), ..., Clickis,l = 0]

Banneriso + (01'?o +01'Sessionis)Bannerso

= [1 + exp{ao + a' Sessionis + (010 + 011Sessionis)

+(020 021Sessionis)Pagesis + (030 031Session

* Banneriso + (1'o + 01'1Sessionis)Banner2o

- Advertiseriso + P'ISTis + 2 TBanneris

+ (020 + 021Sessionis)Pagesis + (030 + 031Sessionis)
- Advertiseriso + P1ISTis + f2TBanneris

+ p3 TLClickiso + iso}]-1. (8)

+f33TLClickiso + so + oi }]-. (1

Alternative Model 3 (random effects model w

consumer-specific
heterogeneity but no evolution ac
Alternative Model 2 (intercept-specific heterogeneity
or
sessions):
linear probability model with random intercepts):
HereWe develop a random effects specific
tion
considering across-session evoluti
we restrict the heterogeneity of coefficients
to without
the

all coefficients in Equation (4) as rand
intercept term, intrinsic click-proneness,We
aistreat
only.
over individuals.
Chintagunta et al. (1991) notes that incorporat-

We assume that coefficients are dis-

multivariate normal
ing intercept heterogeneity improves modeltributed
fit and

explanatory power. We let consumers differ in their
idiosyncratic click-proneness by specifying the inter{ais = a + gV 0 = ok (11)
cept term as the sum of an unobserved component ao,
{ai, Ois} ~ MVN{(a, Os), (1)),
which represents the average click-proneness across
with unknown
means a, 0, and variance-covariance
all consumers; a1 which represents the change
in

click-proneness in each session; and a random com-

matrix 02I, where the error variance 02 is con-

stant across
ponent o-o, which represents stochastic deviation
in anindividuals. We allow the variance of
individual's click-proneness in each session relative
to
the distributions
for each intercept and para
the population mean.
of the explanatory variables to be different.

the parameters for consumer i vary from the

cis = ao + alSessionis + is"
(9)
through

the random additive components 77i an

This
model is a special case of our proposed m
The response parameters 0k = Ok remain
invari-

ant across consumers. In contrast to the standard

in that, for a given consumer, the parameters r

constant
logit in Alternative Model 1, the stochastic
por- across sessions. Note that the mean of the
tion of the model io + Eiso is in general correlated
random components other than zero is not iden
across banner exposure outcomes and acrossfied,
sessions
and we expect the random components of

for an individual because of the common influence

explanatory variables to covary. The random effec

of ?. Heterogeneity across consumers is captured
model corresponding to Alternative 3 is specified

by the probability distribution of the random setting
variterms with variable Sessionis, in Equation
to 0:
ables exp('?). To maximize the likelihood function
we specify a normal distribution for f(io,). While

this intercept-specific heterogeneity model contains
Pr[Clickiso,, = 1 Clickis(o_-), ..., Clickis,l = 0]
just two sources of uncertainty, the error E and ran-

dom effect -os our proposed model has eight rep=[1 + exp{a0 + 01Banneri,, + O'OBanner2s
resented by terms in e, q, and ?. The random
+ 020PageSiso + 30Advertiseriso + PfISTis
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consumer are shaded. Figure 1 shows clearly the complexities involved in constructing variables for clickstream modeling.

+ f2TBanneris, + 3TLClickiso + Eis + (0

+ 51Banneris + f' Bannerso + 2pagesis
+ 3Advertiseriso + 4ISTis + rTBanneris

3.3.1. Variable Measurement. We construct the

+ rlTLClickiso}]-1. (12)

explanatory variables as follows. Banneriso,, is the n

ber of times consumer i has been exposed

advertiser's banner ad in
3.3. Model Specification
occasion o). We include a
The key time-dependent events for our individualad exposures (Banneriso,)2
occasion-level model are diagrammed schematically
effect of repeated banner

session s so far (i.e.,
quadratic term of b

to test for the curvil
ad exposures. The num
in Figure 1. The figure shows consumer behavior at
of pages already browsed during the session Pag
is the total number of pages browsed at the
the website, in terms of page hits (O page with no ad,
(including
pages that did not have banner ads) d
?I page with ad) and banner clicks (k). Consumers
the session till o. We capture any systematic dif
are separated by vertical lines and sessions for each

Figure 1 Schematic Diagram of the Key-Time-Dependent Events for Clickstream Modeling
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ences in click probabilities across the two advertisers the first banner ad exposure occasion in session 2 for
or brands by a dummy variable Advertiseriso,, (=1 for consumer 2 is t221 - t214.
advertiser #15, 0 otherwise).
The number of times a consumer visited the site,

The session-specific variables corresponding to timeincluding those visits where there was no exposure
since last click in prior sessions (TLClickiso), inters- to banners for the advertiser (Sessionis) and the cumu-

ession time (ISTis,), number of times the consumerlative number of banner exposures in prior sessions

has visited the site (Sessionis) and cumulative banner (TBanneris) is measured since the time the consumer
exposures in prior sessions (TBanneris) are measured first registered at the site till the occasion under confor each session and remain the same for all banner
sideration from registration records. These can be calexposure occasions in a session. The time since last
culated a priori from consumer registration records
click in prior sessions TLClickiso is the logarithm ofand clickstream history at the site.
time since last click in previous sessions at the site.
If the consumer clicked more than once in a session,

4. Results
then the last click could potentially be in the current session. Because we are modeling first click in
Descriptive statistics for the explanatory varia

in Table 2. Because click occurrences are rare e
a session, TLClickiso is always from the prior session
and greater than 0 if the consumer has ever clicked,pooling the data offers distinct advantages ove

by definition. Figure 1 shows that if the consumer
eling each sponsor separately. We tested for
homogeneity
of both sponsors and conclud
never clicked on an ad, TLClickiso is set to zero. This
does not represent the true time since last click, but pooling
it
was appropriate. The details are prov
does serve to eliminate this term from Equation (7). Appendix A.

TLClickiso is the time since the last of the multipleWe first tested to see if the data supported s
ing the explanatory variables as random. Prelim
clicks in the prior session. For example, TLClickijo for

Table 2 Descriptive Statistics

Variables Sponsor #15 Sponsor #34 Pooled Data
Occasion-Varying

Average number of banner exposures in 4.93 (7.63) 3.53 (1.19) 3.66 (6.9)

session s until o: Bannerso [1-90] [1-15] [1-90]

Pages browsed so far in session: Pagesso 3.65 (4.54) 2.17 (5.83) 3.22 (5.01)
[1-132] [1-84] [1-132]

Time since last click (logarithm hour): 2.32 (1.81) 0.75 (1.46) 1.90 (1.86)
TLClickso [0-5.63] [0-0.69] [0-5.63]
Session- Varying

Average intersession time (minutes) 85.11 (96.66) 88.03 (108.24) 85.69 (99.07)

AISTs [3.03-1,615] [3.15-1,454] [3.03-1,615]

Number of cumulative banner exposures 20.05 (33.4) 17.43 (30.84) 19.54 (33.0
in prior sessions: TBanners [0-281] [0-173] [0-281]
Percentage of clicks in first session 15.51 3.48 11.17

Other Information

Number of clicks 1,107 624 1,731
Number of banner exposure occasions 23,974 10,709 34,683
Number of sessions with banner exposures 4,704 3,629 8,333
Note. Standard deviation is in parentheses (); range is in square brackets [ ].
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estimation of reliabilities indicated that the ran-

mance of the proposed models. By adding hete
ity and evolution in the intercept, the log-like
dom effects of quadratic term of banner exposure

increases by over 20% in Alternative Model
(Banner,,so)2 and advertiser (Advertiseriso) across conadvantages of accounting for heterogeneity only
sumers are not significant; hence we treat them
intercept and slope parameters in Alternative
as fixed effects. Similarly, analyses of the reliabil2 and heterogeneity and evolution in the sl
ity variance estimates suggests that random effects

of session-level variables time since last click in

intercept coefficients in our proposed model ar
lighted by the significant improvement in fit.
prior sessions (TLClickiso) and total banner exposure

We
(TBanneri,) in Equation (7) should be constrained
to also report the Akaike Information Cr

(AIC = -LL + k). The advantage of BIC ove
zero, hence these variables are also specified as fixed
is
that it penalizes for an increase in the n
effects. Hence Equation (4) can now be respecified as
of parameters and sample size. After accountin
Pr[Clicki,, = 1 I Clickis(ol), ... , Clickis, = 0]
= [1+ exp(ai, + O1 Banneris,, + 01, Banner2s

+ 02Pageiso + ?0sAdvertiseriso, + ISTis

the increased number of parameters via th
(Bayesian Information Criterion; defined a
0.5k log(N), where k is the number of param

N is sample size, and LL is the log-likeli

our proposed model incorporating heterogenei

+ P3fTBanneris + Pf3TLClickiso + Eiso)]-1. (13)
evolution across sessions in the intercept an

parameters is the preferred specification.
4.1. Model Fit

Because the behavior we are trying to pre
relatively
Table 3 reports the fit statistics for the four
mod- rare (the base probability of outc
very
els. We used the log likelihood, defined as
52=low),
1- we also calculated another measure
fit as described in Morrison (1969). W
(L - k)/L(O), where L is the log-likelihood of dictive
the model

ordered
being estimated, and L(O) is the log-likelihood
of thethe 11,619 observations in the holdout
in decreasing order of their predicted prob
model with only the intercept term, thusple
adjusting
and classified
the first 561 as clicks (the total n
for the number of parameters in each model
(Ben-

ofperforclicks observed in the holdout sample).
Akiva and Lerman 1985) to compare predictive

Table 3 Prediction Success Table for Click Outcomes
Predicted Outcomes

Proposed Model Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3
Observed Choice Click No Click Click No Click Click No Click Click No Click

Click (561) 232 329 14 517 136 425 187 374
No click (11,058) 64 10,994 221 10,837 272 10,785 139 10,919
Total (11,619) 316 11,303 235 11,354 408 11,210 296 11,357
Hit

rate

Total
Success

41

99.4

2.4

95.4

24.2

96.2

hit
rate
96
93
94
index 0.279 0.170 0.213

33.3

98.7

95.5
0.256

Log-likelihood -13,245.7 -14,247.8 -13,801.4 -13,598.7
Fit Statistics for Calibration Sample

Log likelihood -39,166.4 -43,678.9 -41,139.7 -40,016.5
AIC 39,184.4 43,689.9 41,151.7
BIC 39,207.45 43,703.99 41,167.07
S
2
0.36
0.28
0.32

No.

of

parameters

estimated

18

40,030.5
40,048.43
0.34

11

12

14
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report success indices for each of the models. While our results for consumer heterogeneity in term
the alternative models also have high hit rates, this
click-proneness.
prediction accuracy should be interpreted with cau- 4.2.1. Intrasession Effects. Both the variable bantion (because it is driven by disproportionately higher
ner ad exposures Banner i, and its quadratic t
numbers of no click outcomes), given that only 2.4%,
(Banneri,,)2 have a significant effect on probabilit
24.2%, and 28% of clicks are correctly predicted. The
first click in a session in all of the model spe
proposed model actually does far better in predictingcations. However, Table 4 shows that the coefficient
clicks (41%), the gain being primarily due to incorpo-of linear effect of banner exposures is negative and
rating correlated random effects and evolution across
significantly larger than the positive quadratic term

sessions.

leading to a negative and nonlinear impact on click
Note that from a managerial standpoint, probability,
a simas expected. Most consumers click on the
ple linear additive model will correctly predict
the
first exposure to the banner ad in a session. If a conaverage click rate, though this predictive accuracy
sumer does not click on the first banner ad exposure,
will come at the expense of diagnostic ability.11
additional banner exposures in the session have lower
Because click-throughs on banner ads are extremely
probabilities of generating clicks initially, but this negrare events, with a large number of nonevents
ative(i.e.,
effect levels off at very high levels of banner

no clicks) and very few events (i.e., clicks), it is
ad well
exposure. This indicates that the marginal effect of

known that logistic regression models can sharply
banner ad exposures on click probability is negative

underestimate the probability of occurrence of at
events
an increasing rate until the tenth banner exposure
(e.g., see King and Zeng 2000).
in the session and decreasing thereafter.
Table 4 reports the analyses of consumers' In
click
aggregate, the elasticity function reaches its mindecisions using Equations (7), (8), (10), and (12)
modimum
at 11 exposures, increasing thereafter indicating
ified according to respecifications in Equation
(13).
there
might be incremental gain in displaying banner
Parameter estimates and standard deviations (in
ads for the sponsor more than 11 times during a ses-

parentheses) are reported for variables significant sion. In our study, consumers were exposed to more

in at least one model. The parameter estimates
of the proposed model are significant and in the

than 11 banner ad exposures in 21.5% of all sessions.

Each additional banner ad exposure decreases the
expected direction. Similar patterns obtain for the click probability by a factor of 0.672 (on a base proba-

alternate models, though differing parameter magni- bility of 0.043) until 11 exposures and increases theretudes would lead to different managerial conclusions. after, within the range of our empirical data. Note that
banner exposure coefficient is a random effect that

4.2. Model Implications
In this section, we discuss our specific findings.

Within a session, we expected a negative and nonlinear effect on click probability due to wearout; we also
theorized that earlier ads would have a higher probability of being clicked on than ads exposed later.
Across sessions, we expected that longer interses-

changes from session to session for each consumer
(however, the quadratic coefficient does not, the data
support its specification as a fixed effect). The statistical significance of the variance of the banner exposure
coefficient (Var(010) = 1.082) indicates that consumers

are, as we theorized, heterogeneous in their response
to banner ad exposures.
sion times in prior sessions and more banner expoThe mean of number of pages browsed in the sessures in prior sessions, and more time since the last
sion s till banner exposure occasion o was not signifclick in prior sessions would lead to higher click icantly different from zero at 90% confidence (020 =
-0.013); however, the standard deviation of the coefprobabilities in the current session. Additionally, we

expected that click probability would decline as the ficient (Var(020) = 1.094) is significant and fairly large.

total number of sessions increased. We also discuss
1 We thank the AE for suggesting this.

This suggests that number of pages browsed affects
the click decision, with some consumers preferring to
click early during the session and others clicking late
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Table 4 Probability of First Click in a Session: Regression Coefficients

Models: Proposed Model Alternative 1 Alternative 2 Alternative 3
Evolution across sessions: Yes None Intercept only None

Heterogeneity specification: Intercept and slope None Intercept only Intercept and slope
Variables

ao

-4.123

-4.016

-4.623

-4.003

Click-proneness intercept (0.379) (0.381) (0.470) (0.454)

Banneriso -0.402 -0.378 -0.266 -0.307
Banner ad exposures present session (0.071) (0.074) (0.069) (0.104)

(Banner.so)2

0.018

0.016

0.014

0.0006

Quadratic effect of present (0.009) (0.001) (0.004) (0.004)
session banner exposures

Pagesiso -0.013 -0.040 -0.007 -0.011
Number of pages browsed (0.086) (0.016) (0.016) (0.013)

IS7is

0.131

0.113

0.276

0.035

Intersession time till session s (0.073) (0.033) (0.040) (0.037)

TBanner,(s-1)

0.052

0.033

0.024

0.032

Cumulative banner ad exposures (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
in prior sessions

TL Clickiso 0.391 0.377 0.318 0.316
Time since last click (0.039) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021)

Session,s

-0.006

0.020

0.018

Number of sessions at site (0.002) (0.007) (0.005)

Banner5so * Sessions -0.021 -0.014 -0.013

(0.009) (0.006) (0.005)

Pagesso

*

Sessionis 0.014 -0.112 -0.114
(0.016) (0.019) (0.017)

Advertiserso
Variance

of

ao

random

0.002 0.019 0.045
(0.005) (0.119) (0.097)

effect

7.37

020

6.94

1.082

3.87

(0.283)
-

(0.922)

2.965

(0.180)

(0.313)

1.094
-(0.011)

0.149
(0.015)

Cov(ao,

010)
-2.107
-4.99
(0.342)
(0.547)

Cov(010,
Cov(aO,

/31

0.003
(0.106)

intercepts

(0.609)
010

-

020)
0.017
0.111
(0.034)
(0.049)

620)
-0.311
-0.062
(0.074)
(0.100)

2.014

(0.037)

Notes. Data was pooled for both sponsors. The log-likelihood value for the model with only intercepts was -60,835.91. The normalization in the estimation
was with respect to advertiser #34. Boldface type indicates that probability exceeds 0.90 that coefficient is > or <0, as indicated by the sign of coefficient.
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in the session. The mean is not significantly differ-click probability of 0.039, after all other explanaent from zero because the different behaviors tend to

tory variables are set to zero, i.e., when click

cancel each other out in the population.

probabilities depend solely on intrinsic characteristics of consumers. As the click-proneness intercept
4.2.2. Intersession Effects. The positive coeffibecomes increasingly negative, the consumer click
cient of intersession time (0l = 0.131) on click prob-

probability decreases. The large variance of the

ability indicates that for each consumer, click probclick-proneness intercept indicates significant disperability increases with increasing duration between
sion in click-proneness across consumers.
visits, as expected. The large, statistically significant
The correlations among variables specified as ranvariance (Var(/31) = 2.014) suggests time between visdom effects across consumers (see Table 4) has imporits significantly impacts click behavior on ads and

tant implications. Across consumers, the estimated
that consumers differ with respect to repeat site visit
correlation
between banner exposure coefficient and
behavior. In general, new visitors and less frequent

the click-proneness coefficient (Cor(ao, 010) = -0.74)
visitors are more likely to click on ads than more regis significant, providing evidence that response to
ular visitors. Between-session variation is large, most
each additional banner ad exposure varies with
likely because consumers differ in their goals and oriinnate
click-proneness of the consumer. Banner ads
entation for visiting a site and contextual factors such
wear out faster for consumers with a higher clickas time pressure, also differ on each visit.
proneness
coefficient. The small but significant negaAlso as expected, the effect of cumulative banner

exposures in prior sessions has a small positive, tive
but correlation between click-proneness and number
of pages browsed so far (Cor(ao, 20) = -0.109) indisignificant, effect on click probability. Each additional

that consumer with higher click-proneness coefbanner ad exposure increases the click probability cates
in
ficient
browse through fewer pages than those with
future sessions by a factor of 1.003.
Consumers who clicked on a banner ad at least
lower click-proneness coefficient.

once in prior sessions had a significantly higher
propensity to click after exposure to the banner ad,

Discussion
compared to those who never clicked (1f3 5.
= 0.391,
Table 4). Additionally, consumers who have
Inalready
this paper, we modeled the clickstrea

clicked in earlier sessions are more likely to click
in responses to banner ads at an a
sumer
future sessions as time since last click increases, as
expected. For each additional day since the last click,
the predicted click probability increases by a factor
of 1.497 (on a base probability of 0.041, ignoring the
effect of other variables).

We find that, overall, click probability decreases

supported Web site with mandatory vis
istration. Our parsimonious, yet flexible
approach allows us to decompose the var
consumers' binary click responses over
demonstrate that the conditional probab

click response is heterogeneous across consu
with increasing visits to the site (Table 4, a' = -0.006). varies across sessions for each consumer. Within a

This negative repeat visit effect was expected due
session, we found a negative and nonlinear effe
to increases in experience and consumer learning.
on click probability due to wearout, and that e
However, split-sample results (not reported here
lier ads had a higher probability of being clicked
in the interests of space) indicate this may not

than ads exposed later. Across sessions, we found th
longer intersession times in prior sessions, more ba
familiarity.12
ner exposures in prior sessions, and more time sinc
4.2.3. Click-Proneness. The click-proneness inter- the last click in prior sessions led to higher click pr
always be true. Click-through rates may increase with

cept ao = -4.123 (Table 4, second row) suggests a abilities

in the current session. We also found that

click probability declined as the total number of s
12 We thank the AE for pointing this out.

sions increased.
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5.1. Consumer Identification and the

therefore has the potential to create biased estimate
of response parameters.
research highlights the importance of explici
The lack of complete consumer identification in Our
clickconsumer identification procedures to enhance th
stream data poses a challenge that many advertiser"Cookie" Problem

value of clickstream
supported Web sites address by implementing

data. Intersession click behavior

was
an important component of our model across al
identification procedures involving "cookies"
(small
files stored on the consumer's hard disk that allow the

segments for ads of both sponsors in this study and
employed to capture heterogeneity across consumer
client-side browser to be tagged with a unique idenand model click propensity. Without such identifica
tifier) or voluntary registration. While we use clicktion, the modeling effort will necessarily be limited
stream data collected at a Web site with a mandatory
effects and may lead to considerably
registration policy over a sufficiently long period cross-sectional
of
weaker performance in terms of predictive ability.
time, most Web sites are reluctant to require mandaAlthough clickstream data undoubtedly represent
tory registration. However, because cookies operate
powerful
new source of behavioral insight for marimplicitly, most consumers are not aware13 that virketing scientists, the clickstream data we analyze in
tually all commercial Web sites use cookies to track
this paper limit our modeling effort in a number o
visitor behavior.
ways. First, we must be cautious generalizing fro
As a modeling solution, the use of cookies to
just
track consumer behavior across sessions is problem- two sponsors. Second, our data preclude determ
atic. Many consumers access the Web using multiplenation of whether previous clicks on any ads in pri

sessions, compared to the identical or even simil
browsers on multiple computers (e.g., home, school,
ads
in prior sessions, increases the click rate in t
office, friend's house, library, and so on). Additioncurrent
session. Third, the availability of banner ad
ally, a single computer (e.g., at home) may have
exposures
and click data on all advertisements at th
multiple users, and each time a computer accesses
site would have permitted estimation of overall clic
the Internet through an Internet service provider,
proneness for each consumer at the site, thus allow
dynamic addressing assures that each session is
ing the site to identify consumers who click mo
assigned a different IP address. Thus, using only
on ads in general. Fourth, data on individual ban
cookies, it becomes very difficult to assign a particner executions, ad/content congruence and conte
ular consumer to a particular session, let alone link
refreshment rates would possibly yield richer insigh
sessions together. One popular technique captures the
regarding observed wearout effects. Finally, post-cli
consumer's name at some point through registration
response data, not available for this study, would al
or purchase and subsequently uses this information

have been useful. Nevertheless, we have obtained a
to identify the individual and attempt to link sessions,
number of interesting theoretical results with imporfor example by displaying something like, "Welcome
tant implications for online advertising practice.

back, Jane Doe. If you are not Jane Doe, then please
log in here." Yet clearly, cookies do not allow the
5.2. Key Managerial Implications
modeler to exploit similarities in click behavior across
In stark contrast with broadcast media, online mar-

sessions for each consumer and further restrict het-

keters are able to use sophisticated technologies such
erogeneity at the level of each consumer session. This
as smart ad delivery and tracking on rich clickstream
databases to fit models similar to the ones devel-

13 Experienced online consumers are aware that they oped
can change
here. Such individual-level models can thus

the default settings of cookie preferences on their browsers to dis-

marketers develop more effective online adverti

able cookies if they so desire. In that case, using cookies becomes
strategies.
explicit. However, most advertiser-supported commercial Web sites
Our results tend to show that the more clickdeny access to browsers that have disabled cookies, so in practice,
consumers experience faster wearout
the consumer has no choice but to allow cookies if Web prone
site entry
is desired.

to
ner ads and browse through fewer pages tha
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click-prone consumers. The marketing implicationsrequired to generate these gains, we believe click

are simple but important. There will be greater gainsrates will continue to decline over time-a natural
consequence as consumers gain experience usin
in repeating banner ads for consumers (1) who have
medium and become more selective in how they
low click-proneness coefficients (low click probabilcate their cognitive resources and time online. G
ity) in a given session and (2) who in general do
not click much on average. Because additional banner ating excessive number of exposures in each s
ad exposures in prior sessions appear to increase the
may not be an option for some sites that attract
probability of a click in future sessions, there may bedirected consumers and where consumers browse
benefit to exposing consumers to banner ads even if through few pages and then jump to other sit
they do not click on them during the current session. those cases, embedding ads within relevant co

However, these gains will likely accrue only withand using executions that arouse curiosity cou

repeat visits the site. Hence, while repeating banner the key to inducing clicks.
ads in the short run (within a session) may lead to Because clicks are most likely to occur during
tedium effects that decrease beyond a threshold leveltial banner ad exposures, and consumers becom
of exposure, over the long run (across future sessions) click-prone as they become more familiar wit
site over time, our findings help support the
repetition may increase click probability.
The level of banner ad exposure that leads to these rent industry practice of higher prices for ba
gains varies across sessions for each consumer andplaced on entry and popular pages. Our researc
across consumers. It appears that gains from rep-suggests a theoretical and empirical basis to su

etition accrue earlier (and hence more) in sessions impression-based pricing. Theoretically, our m
where consumers click more on banner ads in general. suggests that banner exposures that do not im

Click behavior in prior sessions predicts click behav- ately lead to a click may still lead to enduring com
ior in the future with more clicks occurring when con-nication outcomes. Empirically, we show that ba
sumers are exposed to the banner ads again after aad exposures in prior sessions have a significant

relatively long interval. Banner advertising exposuresitive effect on click probability in future ses
in prior sessions impacts banner exposure wearout in Further, in situations where banner ads are p
future sessions. Finally, we found that an increase inacross a network of sites, it is possible that b
ad exposures generated at one site may lead to cl
visit frequency appears to be associated with lower
click probability in general. However, this implies thatelsewhere. Under performance-based pricing mo

declining click-proneness across sessions at the siteWeb sites that generate the cumulative effec

can be mitigated if consumers visit the site less fre- not the click-are penalized. So it is not surpr
quently, or if the revisit is cycle is longer. Also notethat hybrid pricing models combining exposur
that our split-sample results indicated that an increaseperformance are becoming increasingly importa
in visit frequency may not always be associated withpractice.
lower click probability. Future modeling efforts will It is important to keep in mind that our model was
be necessary to examine and build on these results. built to predict click behavior over a relatively short

Our results also have relevance for two impor-period of time (i.e., less than a year), so this must
tant issues in the online advertising industry: be considered when evaluating its ability to explain

(1) declining click rates and (2) exposure-based versusthe variance in future click-through rates over longer
horizons.
performance-based pricing models.
In the long run, as the Web matures as a commer- The dynamic nature of the Internet market suggests
cial medium, the results that more banner exposures that the model may have some difficulty predicting
in prior sessions led to higher click probabilities in the
long-term trends in click behavior five or more years
current session implies that the proportion of click- later. Modeling challenges in this arena include the
throughs generated through repetitions will increase.continual innovation of new ad forms, a constantly
Because higher levels of banner exposures will bechanging landscape of Web sites that sell advertising
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space, and changes in consumer response that are notremain anonymous for its generous support of this project. This
research is based on the doctoral dissertation of the first author.
based on consumer reaction to online advertising.

Thus, future modeling efforts may wish to take
Appendix A: Pooling Tests of Data
these effects into account as they attempt to cap-Because clicks on banner ads represent rare events,

ture long-term trends in click-through rates. Likely homogeneity to determine if pooling the
model variable candidates include terms that capture sors would be appropriate. Pooling offers

long-term changes in the structure of the

we tested for

data across the two sponthe major opportunity to

onlinegain degrees of freedom and improve reliability of estimates, but is

advertising market, such as the number and type of appropriate only if the homogeneity hypothesis can be accepted.
We tested the equality of intercepts and slopes (overall homoadvertiser-supported Web sites, number and type of
geneity) for both sponsors on the basis of a comparison of the sum
ad forms (including emerging alternatives to banner of the error sums of squares from the separate regressions with the
ads), and consumer behavior variables.
error sum of squares of the pooled estimates using iterative generalized least squares procedure proposed by Gatignon and Reibstein
(1986). The results appear in the following table. RSS2 +RSS, - R =

5.3. Concluding Remark
18.1, whereas critical X2 with 18 df at a = 0.05 is 19.67. The test
Our research marks one of the first attempts toof equality of coefficients using the difference of residual sums of

model click outcomes from advertising exposure data,squares with 18 df indicates that the hypothesis of equal coeffi-

but click behavior is just one measure of advertis-cients

is not rejected. Therefore, pooling data for the two sponsors
is
appropriate.
are

ing effectiveness. Increasingly, online advertisers
ultimately interested in responses subsequent to the
Iteratively Reweighted Least Square Logit Results (Homogeneity
click, such as purchase. The first challenge for modelTests)

ing such effects lies in more strategic data collection. Data

linking advertising exposure and subsequent mar- Group RSS MSE df N
ket responses can only be collected through adverUnrestricted
tising networks and collaborative marketing alliances

between sites and advertisers.

Sponsor #15 66,855.8 2.789 23,956 23,974
Sponsor #34 31,464.7 2.941 10,691 10,709

While privacy concerns and regulatory threats loom

98,320.5 34,647

large (Tedeschi 2000), coming broadband access and
Completely restricted 98,338.6 2.83 34,665 34,683

improved measurement technology will soon make it
The homogeneity test statistic is RSS2 + RSS R - R, w 2, Whe
possible to model the entire hierarchy of effects from
RSS, = Error sums of squares obtained from the regression fo

advertising exposure and information search across
sponsor

several sites to product trial and purchase across sev-RSS2

#15

= Error sums of squares obtained from regression for spo

sor #34

eral product categories. Availability of actual conRSSw
tent consumption data will also make it possiblesion
to

= Error sums of squares obtained from the pooled regres-

develop targeted ad delivery methods at the level of K = number of parameters estimated (K = 18 in this research).

a paragraph on a Web page and enable the developThe

ment of consumer profiles that tie content preferences

X2 test has k degrees of freedom.

directly to online purchase behavior. The availability
Appendix B: Model Estimation

of rich multisite consumer identified clickstream data

We specify a random effects estimator to model click outcomes

will lead to more sophisticated modeling of consumerat each banner exposure and as a function of covariates caponline behavior and more effective online marketingturing browsing behavior at each exposure occasion, session,
and individual's activity at the Web site. The outcome varistrategies.
able, whether a consumer i clicked on a banner ad on exposure

Acknowledgments
The authors acknowledge research support from the National
Science Foundation from an NSF Economic, Decision and Man-

occasion ois, in session si, is a Bernoulli event. Equations (4)-(7)
specify a random-effects model to capture heterogeneity across

consumers and change in response parameters across sessions
while accounting for correlation in successive measures of click

agement Science Grant (Number SBR 9422780) and thank an eLabresponse variables. Because random effects are specified at two
(http://elab.vanderbilt.edu/) corporate sponsor, who wishes tolevels-systematic response heterogeneity (variation in response
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fixed part of the model and is equivalent to the standard iteratively
coefficients across sessions) and random response heterogeneity
reweighted least squares algorithm, which leads to MLE. The third
(variation across consumers)-the random-parameters logit simulator by Train (1995) and Revelt and Train (1998) cannot be used.and fifth term on the right-hand side of Equation (A.3) leads to

Such models have been extensively studied in the multi-first order adjustment (Goldstein 1995). Because (A.3) is essentially
a linear model, procedures for linear hierarchical models can be
level modeling literature. Both likelihood approaches (MQL and
PQL: marginal and penalized quasi-likelihood) and Bayesian used.
methods (empirical or MCMC estimations using adaptive hybrid If Ht = Xisot + Yis18 it uses only the fixed part predictor for
Metropolis-Gibbs sampling) have been suggested for estimatingthe Taylor expansion and is referred to as MQL (Breslow and
models with Bernoulli outcomes and nested or hierarchical random

Clayton 1993). However, Ht = Xiso t + Yis8t + ,is + s uses the Taylor

effects (see Rodriguez and Goldman 1995 for a detailed review). expansion about the current estimated residuals, or posterior means
As Browne and Draper (2003) recommend in their comparison of of random effect and is referred to as penalized quasi-likelihood
Bayesian and likelihood methods for fitting random-effects logistic (PQL) (Breslow and Clayton 1993). While the PQL estimates are less

regression models, we use MLE for its computational speed during biased compared to MQL due to their higher order of expansion,
the model exploration phase and Bayesian estimation using MCMCthey lead to substantial downward bias when random effects are

to produce final publishable results with an appropriate diffuse large. For this reason PQL estimates are used to generate starting
values for the Bayesian estimation.

prior.

For ease of exposition we respecify the random-effects logistic

regression Equation (7) as

Bayesian Approaches
To specify a Bayesian model, priors need to be placed on the macro

-Tiso = f{1ao + oXiso + s8Yis + Js + +niI

= {1+exp(-[ao + Xiso + PYs + is +,])} , (A.1)

parameters. Without strong intuition about the macro parameters,
the priors are assumed diffuse. The particular structure is

?is IID

ui ) N2(0V), V =() V(ia =2 0V (A.4)

where jis ~ N(0, o-?) and i - N(0, o-2) and the variables Xiso and Yij
are composite scales with the model containing many variables that

vary across banner exposure occasions in a session and those that
vary across sessions. Note that the random effects of within session

i0 0/a

The particular structure for the prior is

variables and random effects of across session variables are corre-

lated; however, we assume no correlations between random effects

y = ~ MVN(O, , )

of within and across-session variables.

0.001

Maximum Likelihood Estimation Approaches

0

0

(A.5)

EI = 0 0.001 0

The conditional likelihood function has the binomial form

I / Clickiso

0 0 0.001.

L(a, 0, 36 ILi=zB1, '0)"iso)= 1 is?) (1 - 7niso). (A.2)
tion (A.2) by the density of the random effects and integrate them
out. However, this is intractable. Quasi-likelihood solutions address

We use X-2(v, of) and X,-2(v, o2)
ances o- and o-, respectively. The
tion (7) leads to the full posterior
Browne and Draper (2003) which w

this by linearizing the exponential function in Equation (A.1) via a

here because of its length.

To obtain the unconditional likelihood we need to multiply Equa-

Taylor-series expansion so that it assumes the form of a standard
normal model and then apply quasi-likelihood estimation using the
binomial distribution assumption (details in Goldstein 1995).
We use a first-order Taylor expansion for the fixed part about
the current estimates. For the second-order expansion for the ran-

This distribution does not len

pling. We use the Metropolis-Gib

software package MlwiN in wh
variances and random-walk Met

proposal distributions is employed

dom part we expand about zero, and we show below how this is
modified to obtain improved estimates. We obtain at the (t + 1)th

We use scaled versions of the estimated covariance matrices from

iteration of the iterative generalized least squares (IGLS) algorithm

variances.

(Goldstein 1995)

PQL estimates to set the initial values of the proposal distribution

We define ?p as the vector of all unknowns (a, ]3, r, 0, , V

where each element of ?o is one of the elements of the unknown v

f (Ht+,) = f(Ht) + Xiso0(6t+ - Ot)f' (Ht) + Yi(pt+l - p,)f'(Ht)

+ 5isf'(Ht) + fisf"(H,)/2, (A.3)
where f'(H) = f(H)[1 + exp(H)]-1, f"(H) = f'(H)[1- exp(H)][1 +
exp(H)]-1. The term on the right-hand side of (A.3) updates the

tors. The joint posterior for (p given the data and priors is the p
uct of the conditional density of each of the elements of P, given

true value of every other element of ?p (which are unknown).
construct a Markov chain whose stationary distribution is eq
alent to the posterior distribution of ?p. Let ?p' represent the
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iteration of unknown n, where the vector 60 is the starting value

Finally, step 5 is a Gibbs update of level 3 variance

of the chain. The chain then iterates in the following manner by
drawing successively from the distributions.

I(? n I+ ( 1 v -4I+v " 1)]

In step 1, fixed effect coefficients 0 is updated using the random-

walk Metropolis as follows: For I = 0, ..., m and with 0(_m) signifying the 0 vector without component m
where I is the number of consumers in the sample. We derive the
specification of the variances am, 02is, and 0,13, of the proposal distributions from the PQL estimates.

p(Omt-1)1,C,
6_))
0()M
= 0*Mm
with probabilitymin
c, (,,t-,, O_m))
= 09(t-1) otherwise,
where
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